Human movements measured by a motion capture system are often represented by the motions of a multi-rigid link model of the body, which allows mechanodynamic analysis of the movements. In such cases, the position and posture of the model at time t, denoted as J (t) parameterized by unknown constant body parameters, should be determined so that they are consistent with the spatial position x(t) of a set of reflective markers attached to the body and satisfy the rigid link assumption of the model. Challenges in constructing a map from x(t) to J(t) are associated with the so-called "skin motion error", which is the motion artifact of the markers induced by the fact that each body segment modeled by a single rigid link is in reality a multi-link system and not rigid. The skin motion error generates inconsistency between x(t) and J(t) and lowers the accuracy of the estimation. Here, we propose a novel computational algorithm for constructing the map for a small number of markers with skin motion errors, in which J(t) is estimated iteratively so that the updated J(t) is more consistent with the marker positions and the rigid link assumption, and is less affected by the skin motion error. In particular, we determine the optimal J(t) over a range of t as a fixed point of the map that is formulated as a discrete nonlinear dynamical system. Although this study is preliminary and limited to a planar double rigid link system for simplicity, mathematical analysis suggests that the performance of posture estimation may be improved using our algorithm by determining the appropriate locations at which the markers should be attached.
Introduction
Human motion analysis has been performed in various fields such as neurophysiology, orthopedic and neurological medicine, and sports science, in which the dynamic changes in position and posture(i.e., angular orientation) of each body segment are usually identified using a motion capture system that measures the three-dimensional positions of a set of reflective markers attached to the body surfacez1|. The recorded movement of the body is then represented as the motion of a multi-rigid link model of the bodyz2|, which allows mechanodynamic analysis of the movement based on the equations of motion for the rigid link model, including inverse dynamics analysis that investigates the change in joint torque along the movement.
To perform the dynamic analysis, since the experimental outcomes for a given range of time t are merely a set of marker positions x (t), we first need to assume the number of rigid links that is required to model the body, and then determine or estimate body parameters such as the length, position and posture of each rigid link. Let J(t) be the unknown variables that specify the positions and postures of all rigid links from the marker positions x(t). To estimate the posture of a model that represents the human body posture, we need to establish the functional relationship (a map) between x(t) and J (t).
The unknown variable J(t) may be equivalent to the set of all joint positions, since the positions and postures of all rigid links can be uniquely determined by the set of all joint positions if we make a simple assumption that any two adjacent links are connected by a point joint. There is an obvious constraint imposed on J(t) ; i.e., the distance between any two adjacent joints should be constant and independent of time t, because of the assumption of multirigid link modeling. Moreover, J(t) for any t should be determined so that it is consistent with x(t) ; i.e., the markers attached to each rigid segment should always be located and fixed on the corresponding rigid link. However, in reality, all the above constraints may not be satisfied simultaneously, which creates a demand for the development of techniques that optimally estimate the human body posture during movement.
The challenges involved in constructing a map from x(t) to J(t) are associated with the so-called "skin motion error" z3, 4|, which is small motion artifacts of the markers induced by the fact that each body segment modeled by a single rigid link is in reality a multi-link system and not rigid. The skin motion error generates inconsistency between x(t)and J(t), and lowers the accuracy of the posture estimation. Thus, it is important to develop robust and reliable techniques for posture estimation that can reduce the effects of the skin motion artifacts while retaining the rigid body constraints z5-15|.
In this paper, we propose a novel computational algorithm for constructing the map for a small number of markers with skin motion errors, in which J (t) is estimated iteratively so that the updated J (t) is more consistent with the marker positions and the rigid link assumption, and is less affected by skin motion error. In particular, we determine the optimal J(t) over a range of t as a fixed point of the map formulated as a discrete nonlinear dynamical system. This is a preliminary study that aims to develop a theoretical foundation of the proposed algorithm. Thus, we only consider planar movement of a double rigid link system. In Section 2, we define a simple problem in the planar double rigid link system to be solved by our algorithm. Although the simple problem is only a representation of the general problems, it encompasses essential issues required to address the general problems of multiple link systems that moves in a three-dimensional space. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we perform detailed mathematical analysis of the algorithm regarding the simple problem, and suggest that the performance of posture estimation can be improved using our algorithm by determining the appropriate locations at which the markers should be attached. We then discuss how the algorithm can be applied to posture estimation for more general systems including three-dimensional movements.
Statement of a simple problem
As a representation of the general posture estimation problems, we consider a simple problem of posture estimation for a planar double link system that moves in a two-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 1a . Two links, referred to as link a and link b, have a rectangular shape and are connected by a pin joint. We further simplify the problem by assuming that one end of link a is fixed in the planar space by a pin joint, which allows only rotational motion of link a. Thus, the system has only 2 degrees of freedom for rotation. Three markers are attached to the boundary surface of each of the two links, by which the motions of the system are captured. Specifically, for each link, one marker is located on each of the two long sides of the rectangle. The third marker is located on the short side at the system end. Note that the minimum number of markers necessary to specify the position and posture of a single planar link is two. Thus, the third marker is not used for this purpose, but just for determining the system ends. For simplicity, we represent the human body with Advanced Biomedical Engineering. Vol. 2, 2013. an ideal pin joint. Three markers are placed on each segment. The marker located at the system end is not used for estimation of position and posture, but just for determining the length of each link. The position of each marker in the global coordinate system is denoted by (Xi, Yi) for the marker i ∈ a+, a−, a*, b+, b−, b*. With the local coordinate system in each segment, the origin of the standard local frame denoted as o for segment ( ∈ a, b) is located at the midpoint of the short side. The x-axis and y-axis are parallel to the long and short side directions, respectively. The position and posture of segment  are represented by the position o and by the angle θ between the x-axis and X-axis in the global coordinate, respectively. Therefore, the state of segment k is uniquely specified by the state vector p=(o this double rigid link model. Unlike the real human body, there is no elastic deformation in each segment of the system. Instead, the skin motion error is represented simply by a time-dependent shift of the markers along the long sides of each rigid link. The simple problem used in this study is the estimation of the actual positions and postures of link a and link b together with the body parameters (lengths) of the links based on the positions of a set of four markers (including two markers at the system ends)observed at two different instances in time ; t=t and t=t, which are referred to as shot 1 and shot 2, respectively. Note that the use of only two instances in time for measuring the markers is another simplification, which corresponds to a sequence of many time instances over a range of the movement. We assume that the marker positions x(t1) for shot 1 and x(t2) for shot 2 contain skin motion errors with unknown magnitudes.
The assumptions of a planar rectangular shape, onedimensional skin motion and the use of only two time instances are only for simple formulation of the problem. However, the algorithm proposed in this study is applicable, in principle, to general realistic problems including three-dimensional motion analysis as to be discussed in Section 5.
In summary, the problem is to determine the unknown position of the joint (green square, Fig. 1 ) at t=t and t=t, referred to as J(t1) and J(t2), based on the observable markers (blue circles) located on the sides of the rectangular links, referred to as x(t1) and x(t2), when the locations of the markers shift along the long side of the rectangle from t=t to t=t . Further simplification is useful to make this simple problem analytically tractable : we assume that the three markers attached to link a are strictly fixed on the link. In other words, the positions of the makers on link a are not contaminated by any skin motion error.
It is important to note that, for this simple problem, we can determine positions of the joint J (t1) and J (t2) exactly and uniquely from the observed x(t1) and x(t2), if x(t1) and x(t2) contain no measurement noise and no shift that represents the skin motion error. In other words, if the location of every marker at t=t is exactly the same as that of the corresponding marker at t=t, we can calculate the actual positions of the joint at t=t and t=t. This can be easily confirmed using simple geometry. However, if the location of each marker at t=t and t=t are not the same, J (t1) and J (t2) cannot be obtained in a manner consistent with the rigid link assumption. Thus, an optimal estimation is required.
We expect that the accuracy of posture estimation will depend on the many parameters involved in this simple problem, such as the location of marker attachment, the magnitude of skin motion error(the amount of shift along the long side of the rectangle), and the actual postures of the system at t=t and t=t . For example, there might be a set of appropriate locations to which the markers should be attached for better posture estimation.
We investigate how some of these parameters affect the posture estimation accuracy for the algorithm proposed in this study.
A new algorithm for posture estimation
Here, we propose a new algorithm for human posture estimation. Although our algorithm may be applicable to more general problems, this study focuses on formulating the algorithm mathematically using the simple problem defined in Section 2. Using a single vector, we denote the positions of joint J(t1) and J(t2) at t=t and t=t that are to be estimated as follows.
J=Jt, Jt.
( 1 ) We will show that the optimal estimate of the joint position J can be obtained iteratively as an asymptotic solution for a nonlinear dynamical system described by the following abstract form :
where J (n) represents the estimate of joint position J after n iterations(n=0, 1, ⋯). The initial condition of iteration is J (0) , and is determined uniquely by the measurements of the markers x(t1) and x(t2), meaning that we do not have to take care of the initial condition-dependent dynamics (Eq. 2). Equation 2 implies that the optimal estimate of the joint position J may be given by a fixed point F, for which J=FJ ( 3 ) holds, and its stability is evaluated by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix,
The fixed point is stable if all absolute values of eigenvalues of DF are less than 1, and is unstable if at least one of the eigenvalues is larger than 1. If the fixed point J is stable, it may be reached by a number of iterations as
In general, map F is a nonlinear function. Therefore, the iterative estimation process can show complex behavior analogous to chaotic dynamical systems, which cannot be understood by performing local stability analysis of the fixed point. In such cases, the asymptotic dynamics of Eq. 2 may oscillate periodically or chaotically.
It is important to note here that function F may be parameterized by the observed marker positions as described later in this section. Thus, for a given motion of the system, asymptotic dynamics including a fixed point may alter depending on the locations of attachment of the markers in the local coordinate of each link as well as the magnitude of skin motion error.
The remaining part of this section illustrates how map F is defined using the simple problem defined in Section 2. As shown in The posture estimation algorithm proposed in this study is summarized in this sequel.
Step 0 : Initialization
This step is a pre-processing of the algorithm to provide the initial condition J (0) of the iterative dynamics in Eq. 2. It involves the following. Define a small number ε>0 for judging convergence of the iterative dynamics. Calculate the initial estimates of the position(the origin of the frame in the global coordinate) and posture (the orientation of the frame in the global coordinate)of each of the two links at t=t (shot 1, abbreviated as s1) and t=t (shot 2, abbreviated as s2), denoted respectively by p
where X≡X, X, X, X, Y≡Y, Y, Y, Y, for ∈s1, s2. This calculation can be performed easily for each link using the positions of the two markers attached to the long sides of the link, where the frame origin is the mid-point of the two markers, the direction of -axis of the frame is the line connecting the two markers, and the -axis is perpendicular to the -axis. Function G determines 
Note that the superscript ʻ( 0 )ʼ is assigned only for link b, meaning that we do not update the position and posture of link a, because we assume that the markers on link a contain no skin motion error.
The initial estimate of the global positions of the joint, denoted as j  for shot 1 and j  for shot 2, can be calculated as a function of the initial frames of two links obtained as :
determines the initial estimate of the joint positions for s1 and s2 in the global coordinate using the constraint that two links should be connected at the joint for both shot 1 and shot 2, where the vector in the local coordinate connecting the frame origin and the joint for shot 1 should be identical to that for shot 2. More specifically, the joint positions for s1 and s2 can be obtained as
where r (i=a, b) is the joint position described in the local coordinate, and can be derived by solving the set of Eqs. 9 and 10 with respect to r as
In this sequel, the estimated positions and posture of the frames of two links(after n-th update for link b) ; i.e., , in general, are not located at the inner end of link b due to skin motion error, but they should be. Thus, it is expected that update of the frame of link b based on the positions of two actual markers on the long sides as in Step 0 and adding one virtual marker at the joint will improve the estimation.
This update of the frame of link b is described by the following abstract form ; where ∈s1, s2, and v is the principal axis of inertia obtained as an eigenvector of the inertia tensor that can be derived as follows :
3.3
Step 2 : Update the joint position This step performs the (n+1)th update of the joint position from the (n+1)th tentative state of the frame of link b ; i.e., (p
)and the frame of link a. The update of the joint position is described by the following abstract form :
by solving the set of Eqs. 14 and 15 with respect to r as in Eq. 11.
Step 3 : Examining the convergence of iteration
Step 0 provides the initial estimates of the frame of link b and the joint position, which are used for updating the frame of link b in Step 1 and the joint position in Step 2. Iterative loops of Step 1 and Step 2 are terminated if the magnitude of change by a single iteration becomes smaller than the predetermined value ε.
Step 3 determines whether the iteration should be terminated. This step is summarized as follows. If j  −j   ≤ ε, then stop, and go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 1 and iterate.
Step 4 : Post-processing
This step is a post-processing of the algorithm. In Step 3, improvement of the tentative states has converged. Thus, we consider that the tentative states adequately satisfy the assumption of rigid link modeling. So far, the frame origins of link a and link b are located in the middle of the links, which facilitates computations. These frames, however, do not conform to the standards used in robotics and biomechanics. Thus, we transform the position and the posture of those frames into standard frames denoted by pʼa, s1, pʼa, s2, pʼb, s1 and pʼb, s2.
Transformation for standardization is described by the following abstract form ; The xʼa-axis direction of the standardized local frame of link a is determined by the straight line passing through the midpoint of two markers (ma+ and ma−) and the estimated joint position j
(n+1)
. The origin of the local frame of link a is determined as the point nearest to marker ma* and on the straight line passing through the midpoint of two markers (ma+ and ma−) and j (n+1) . Similarly, the xʼb-axis direction of the standardized local frame of link b is determined by the straight line passing through the midpoint of two markers (mb+ and mb−) and the estimated joint position j (n+1) . The origin of the local frame of link b is determined as the estimated joint j (n+1) .
Summary of the algorithm
The computational algorithm illustrated above for optimal estimation of body posture can be summarized as the iterative dynamics of map F defined in Eq. 2. Specifically, map F is given by a composite function of H and J :
( When the tentative state of link b and the joint position converge to a fixed point F, iteration is stopped (Step 3). Note that the difference between the joint positions at the nth and the (n+1)th iterations can also be compared for shot 2, because j  − j  =j  − j  .
It is noteworthy that r vectors obtained in Steps 0 and 2 are the exact solutions of the set of Eqs. 9 and 10 and the set of Eqs. 14 and 15, respectively, since we assume only two time instances. This means that local vector r connecting the frame origin and the joint for shot 1 is exactly equal to that for shot 2. Thus, the proposed algorithm is optimal in the sense that the rigid link model assumption is best satisfied by the joint position obtained. When observations of the markers are available for more than two time instances, say N shots, we have a set of N equations (a redundant simultaneous equation) corresponding to Eqs. 14 and 15. In such case, the optimal joint position in the same sense can be obtained, for example, by the method of least squares, as to be discussed in Section 5.
Since the iterative refinement of the posture estimation proposed here is equivalent to finding the fixed point (asymptotic dynamics) of the discrete dynamical system of Eq. 2, we can obtain estimation of the posture that optimally satisfies the rigid link assumption by solving the algebraic equation defined by Eq. 3. This can be done, for example, using the Newton method without performing dynamic iteration of map F. Note that the Newton method may also require iteration to find the fixed points, and there may be multiple solutions for Eq. 3 due to nonlinearity of map F.
In the real world applications, difference (estimation error) between the estimated states cannot be compared with the true states, because the true state is unknown. However, for our simple problem, the true states of two links are given analytically. Thus, we can evaluate the performance (accuracy) of our algorithm.
If the markers are strictly fixed on each link with no skin motion error, performing only Steps 0 and 4 is sufficient to estimate the posture of the double link system, by which the true posture can be obtained precisely. In other words, J (0) is a fixed point of map F if there is no skin motion error. Thus, J is determined as J (0) without iterating map F, and it coincides exactly with the true positions of the joint. However, when skin motion error is involved, the estimation obtained by Steps 0 and 4 only without iterative refinement cannot estimate the actual posture accurately from the markers. Moreover, the true posture is in general not a fixed point of map F.
Performance of the algorithm
To test our method, we performed numerical experiments. The parameter values of the double link system used in this study are shown in Table 1 . In particular, we set unit length for link a and link b(la=lb=1.0). Let the xcoordinates of the markers mb+, s1 and mb−, s1 in the local coordinate at shot 1 be xb+, s1 and xb−, s1 . Each of these values is fixed in the range of z0, 1|. Denoting the amount of skin motion error by δb+ and δb−, the corresponding local positions of the markers mb+, s1 and mb−, s1 at shot 2 can be represented by xb+, s2=xb+, s1+δb+and xb−, s2=xb−, s1 +δb−, respectively. Figure 2a exemplifies the estimated posture (red solid lines)of the double link system for a set of marker positions with a small amount of skin motion error (δb+ =0.04 and δb− =−0.04) using the proposed method. In comparison, Fig. 2b shows the posture (red solid lines) estimated by our previous method without iterative refinement z14|. A comparison between Figs. 2a and b demonstrates that the proposed method provides better agreement with the true joint position (gray solid lines) than the previous method. For example, the value of link a length estimated by the previous method is la=0.83, which is much smaller than the true value la=1.0. On the other hand, the proposed method provides a more accurate value ; la=0.99. The convergent sequence of J (n) toward J in Fig. 2c shows that the iterative refinement is able to improve the parameter estimation accuracy.
The estimation accuracy might depend on the positions of marker attachment and the magnitude of skin motion error. In particular, there might be an optimal set of marker positions. Thus, we first studied the dependence of estimation on marker position, when the magnitude of skin motion error was fixed at δb+=0.04 and δb− =−0.04. We evaluated the estimation error as the Euclidean distance between the estimated and true values of J as, e=|J  − J|.
(18) Figure 3 shows how error e varies as the attachment position of marker mb−, s1(xb−, s1)changes within the range of z0.1, 0.9| from the inner end to the system end of link b, for a variety of fixed attachment positions of marker mb+, s1(xb+, s1). For example, Fig. 3a represents the error as a function of xb−, s1 when the attachment position of marker mb+, s1 is fixed at xb+, s1=0. 1. The results of Fig. 3 confirm that for every fixed value of xb+, s1, there exists a wide range of xb−, s1, and posture estimation obtained as a stable fixed point of map F is systematically better than the previous method without iterative refinement. In particular, when marker mb+, s1 is attached close to the joint of link b ; i.e., when xb+, s1 is roughly in the range of z0.1, 0.3| as shown in Figs. 3a, b and c when the other marker mb−, s1 on link b is attached to the opposite side (the system end side) ; i.e., when xb-, s1 is roughly in the range of z0.7, 0.9|. In contrast, when marker mb+, s1 is attached to the system end side of link b ; i.e., when xb+, s1 is roughly in the range of z0.7, 0.9| as shown in Figs. 3 g, h and i, the error is close to zero if the other marker mb−, s1 is attached close to the joint ; i.e., when xb−, s1 is roughly in the range of z0.1, 0.3|. These results suggest that the proposed method allows optimal postural estimation if one of the two markers is attached close to the joint and the other marker is attached far away from the joint. It is noteworthy that each panel in Fig. 3 corresponds to a bifurcation diagram of map F in Eq. 2 as a parameter characterizing the map changes. From this view point, we can observe bi-stability of the fixed point as well as cascades of period doubling bifurcations to chaos. This implies that map F is a nonlinear function. Moreover, we have confirmed that the return map of J  can be described by a one-dimensional unimodal map (data not shown), which suggests a possibility to understand in greater detail how map F is parameterized using many parameters listed in Table 1 , where necessary.
（112）
For the appropriate marker attachment positions obtained from Fig. 3 , we then studied how the magnitude of skin motion error affects the accuracy of estimation. Figure 4 shows the error e as a function of the magnitude of skin motion error, where skin motion error is parameterized as δb+=−d and δb−=d, and parameter d varies in the range of z−0.04, 0.04|. In this study, the marker attachment positions are fixed at xb+, s1 =0.2 and xb−, s1 =0.7 in Fig. 4a , and at xb+, s1 =0.8 and xb−, s1 =0.2 in Fig. 4b .These marker positions are within the optimal range obtained in Fig. 3 . One can confirm that the estimation error is zero for d=0 with no skin motion error, and the error increases as d changes in both negative and positive directions. However, the error for the stable fixed point of map F is significantly smaller than that for the posture estimated by the previous method without iterative refinement. These results suggest that if the positions of marker attachment are appropriately determined, the proposed method may be able to provide a good posture estimation that optimally satisfies the rigid link assumption.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, we propose a novel computational algorithm for constructing the map for a small number of markers with skin motion errors. Using this algorithm, the positions and postures of a rigid link model, referred to as the state of the model, are estimated iteratively so that the updated state of the links is more consistent with the marker positions, and is less affected by skin motion error. In particular, we determine the optimal state estimate for a sequence of observation time instances as a fixed point of the map that is formulated as a discrete nonlinear dynamical system. Although the current study is pre- liminary and limited to a planar double rigid link system for simplicity, mathematical analysis suggests that our algorithm is able to improve the performance of posture estimation by determining the appropriate locations at which the markers should be attached. In particular, we demonstrated that for two markers used for estimating posture and position of a single link, one marker should be attached to the link close to the joint and the other away from the joint to increase the accuracy of estimation. Several issues for generalization of our algorithm should be addressed. We consider that generalization of the simple problem does not require any essential change in the proposed algorithm, although further research is needed to examine whether the good performance of the proposed method as shown in this article is retained after such generalization.
The first issue regards the simplification made regarding skin motion error of the markers. This includes the simple assumptions that ( 1 ) the markers on link a have no skin motion error and they are strictly fixed on the link, and ( 2 ) skin motion error is considered only in one dimensional shift of the marker along the planar link. Because of assumption ( 1 ), the tentative state of link a is not updated in Steps 1 and 2, whereas the tentative states of link b and the joint position are iteratively updated. In general, when the markers attached to link a also contain skin motion error, the tentative state of link a should also be updated simultaneously. Regarding assumption ( 2 ), no equations used in the algorithm assume one-dimensional skin motions of the markers. Thus, generalization does not require any change in our algorithm, but only results in a complicated update process.
The second issue is related to the number of time instances that are available for posture estimation. We used positions of the markers at only two time instances (t=t for shot 1 and t=t for shot 2) in the simple problem. In general applications, the sequence of marker Advanced Biomedical Engineering. Vol. 2, 2013. positions is available for many time instances. This generalization does not require a large change in our algorithm. When the marker positions at only two time instances are available, the estimation of joint positions is achieved using the constraint that two links should be connected at the joint for shot 1 and shot 2, and the vector connecting the origin of the frame and the joint in the local coordinate for shot 1 should be identical to that for shot 2. This corresponds to solving the set of Eqs. 9 and 10 and the set of Eqs. 14 and 15. When the marker positions for N time instances are available, the same constraint should be satisfied for the joint positions at shot 1, shot 2, ⋯, and Shot N. However, N simultaneous equalities may hardly be satisfied since skin motion error exists for each time instance. Thus, we may weaken the constraint to be satisfied statistically ; i.e., we estimate the joint position based on the solution of N simultaneous redundant equations in the root mean square sense defined as follows : The third issue regards the number of links. We considered only two links in this study. However, the same algorithm without modification can be applied to systems having a larger number of links. A possible difficulty that arises by increasing the number of links may be the convergence of iteration, because the number of markers and thus the dimensions of the iterative map increase.
A number of reports have described posture estimation using a large number of markers with z4, 12| and without z13| the multi-rigid link assumption. The small number of markers considered in this study is advantageous particularly for clinical motion analysis in patients, since wearing a large number of markers on the body surface imposes significant restrictions on human subjects.
An alternative method that can reduce restrictions is based on the so-called model-based matching technique, in which a set of featured points defined on a given rigid link model is optimally matched with a corresponding measured set of points on the human body z15|. Since skin motion error lowers the matching also in the model matching method, the proposed method is beneficial in providing a subject-dependent personalized rigid link model that is used for the model matching technique.
Thus, further development of our algorithm will be beneficial for practical applications to three-dimensional motion analysis based on the multi-rigid link model, and to verify whether our algorithm that has been evaluated using a simple problem in a double link system can be expanded to more general problems.
